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designer for the composition is most learnedly built
upon sweeping curves which are kept in place by a
counterplay of verticals and horizontals. The scene is
beautifully conceived. The gentle Virgin worships the
Child to the accompaniment of angelic voices whilst
the tired Joseph sits resting on the saddle which he has
taken from the ass. In the stable the ox and ass are
swelling the angels5 p&an with the only music they can
make.
The details are observed with a tireless exactness;
in the foreground, on the left, are three goldfinches and
on the roof of the stable sits a magpie. In the left buck-
ground we are allowed a glimpse of exquisite. Uinhruui
landscape and the reflection of the trees in the,
river is accurately portrayed* On (he right we set* the
spires of the artist's native city, Borgo San Sepulero.
A marmoreal calm pervades the picture and ii seems
that the angels, as they welcome Christmas morning*
have been Amen into immutable .itone.
The Baptism (605) is perhaps the most scientifically
composed picture in the gallery awl is as swifily
chiselled as the 'Nativity*. Th« design is planned with
a mathematical precision. If we start at the beginning
of the river, we must allow our eye to follow its anmsc
and to run along the back of the man who is .stripping
his shirt and follow the line of the Baptist's outstretched
arm and skirt the top edge of the tree, This forms the
great S curve on which the picture is planned The
curve is kept .steady by a secondary pattern of verticals
and horizontals provided by the standing figures and
the dove and the clouds, The group of angels on the
left is perfectly balanced by the little knot of men stand-
ing on the opposite bank. This group would be too
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